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360° Indoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Ranger 2 4MP

IMOU Ranger 2 2MP rotating indoor camera
Have confidence that you and your loved ones are safe! The Ranger 2 camera can record in 2MP Full HD resolution and provides a wide
viewing angle. It offers many practical features, including intelligent motion tracking or noise detection, as well as a special privacy mode
that will automatically cover the camera lens when you are at home. It supports 2-way audio, and a dedicated app will make operating
the device easier. It also supports microSD cards of up to 256GB. 
 
Great image quality
Now you can enjoy the fantastic quality of your recordings, regardless of the time of day. Full HD 1920 x 1080p resolution combined with
an advanced IR algorithm and a wide 115° viewing angle means that no detail will escape your attention. With the ability to pan up to
355° and tilt  up to 80°, the Ranger 2 camera will  easily capture almost every corner of the room. What's more, it  will  also work great
after dark - the night mode turns on and off automatically!
 
Intelligent motion and noise detection
Never  miss  anything  important  again!  Ranger  2  uses  advanced  image  processing  technology  that  intelligently  detects  motion  and
unusual sounds. What does this mean? If an unwanted person shows up at your home, the camera will immediately send a notification to
your smartphone via the app and trigger an alarm to chase the intruder away. What's more, it also offers a function for tracking moving
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people and objects.
 
Two-way audio
The camera has a built-in speaker and microphone, so you can talk freely with the rest of the household, even if you are not at home.
Two-way audio will also allow you to call the kids to the dining room for dinner, interact with your pet, and scare away uninvited guests.
Have control of your home, no matter where you are! 
 
Secure storage of materials
Are  you worried  that  important  materials  have not  been saved? Don't  be!  The camera features  a  microSD card  slot  with  a  maximum
capacity of up to 256 GB. You can also take advantage of the IMOU cloud, which allows you to view your saved recordings, as well as
update the software.
 
Included
camera
power adapter
power cable
set of screws
mounting template
mounting plate
user manual
	Manufacturer
	IMOU
	Model
	IPC-A42P
	Color 
	White
	Matrix
	1/2.7" 2 Megapixel Progressive CMOS
	Video resolution
	1920 x 1080p (2MP)
	Refresh rate
	Up to 25/30 FPS
	Video format 
	H.265 / H.264
	Night visibility
	Up to 10 m
	Field of view
	Vertical: 48° Horizontally: 93° Diagonally: 115° 
	Rotation/tilt
	Rotation: 0~355°, Tilt: -5~80°
	Lens
	3.6mm
	Zoom
	16x
	Audio 
	Two-way
	Wireless network standard
	Wi-Fi:IEEE802.11b/g/n, 50m 
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	Application
	IMOU Life App
	Storage
	microSD up to 256 GB / IMOU cloud
	Power supply
	5V/1A
	Power consumption
	

Preço:

€ 41.50

Casa inteligente, Others
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